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INTRODUCTION

The first step in any improvement journey is to quantify where you’re starting. That’s a challenge for 
many AP leaders because it’s difficult to recognize the most relevant measures and then determine who 
to compare your results against. 

This report, which is part one of three, is designed to demystify the measurement and benchmarking 
process to help you get a jumpstart on your AP process improvement efforts. The findings are based on 
a two-year study conducted by IOFM of 388 AP functions.

FIGURE 1. KEY CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PREPARING TO BENCHMARK

STEP 1: KNOW WHY YOU’RE BENCHMARKING

STEP 2: IDENTIFY THE BEST MEASURES

STEP 3: IDENTIFY YOUR PEER GROUP
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STEP 1. KNOW WHY YOU’RE BENCHMARKING

Entire industries have been built on the premise: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it.” That’s 
because to measure a process requires: identifying its beginning and end, defining the tasks that make 
up the process, and then considering the measures that will give you the most actionable insight to 
make and manage changes. If you can’t articulate those pieces, it means you don’t have visibility 
across the process and are going to have difficulty leading the process changes necessary to make 
improvements.

Measuring your performance is only half the battle. The next step is to compare your measurement 
results against AP and P2P functions most like yours. And identifying your peers – those with similar 
invoice volume, automation, and operational structure – is a crucial step in knowing if your performance 
is up to par. 

It’s hard, but worth the effort. When done well, benchmarking addresses the two most critical questions 
you need to answer before making any changes to your AP process:

1. Is my team’s current performance good or bad (or somewhere in between)?

2. And, if we were to make changes, how much improvement would be realistic?

In this report we will answer those two questions in the context of four key efficiency benchmarks:

COST
• Paid on time rates

• Cost per invoice

STAFFING
• Invoices per FTE

• Staff per manager
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STEP 2: IDENTIFY THE BEST MEASURES

Actionable benchmarking is not an easy or simple undertaking. Few organizations have end-to-end 
systems that can pull all the required data, which means tedious manual work will be needed to extract, 
analyze, and report the data. There’s also political capital that will be spent to determine who will decide 
which measures to use, how the measures will be defined, who will have access to sensitive data, and 
what will be done with the results – especially if the results show the team is underperforming.

The effort required will vary by AP function, but there are a few common challenges experienced in 
payables departments across the marketplace. The most notable shared challenge is processing 
efficiency: finding ways to pay bills faster. 

When given a list of dozens of AP challenges, six of the seven biggest challenges identified by AP 
leaders related to efficiency. 

 
FIGURE 2. AP LEADERS’ TOP CONCERNS

 

Share of Respondents

Automating manual process

Improving processes

Managing time/improving productivity

Securing approval to pay invoices

Leading and motivating staff

Reducing paper

On time payments

EFFICIENCY IS AP’S BIGGEST CHALLENGE

13%

12%

6%

6%

6%

5%

5%

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A deeper dive into the data finds that AP leaders are keen to improve the speed with which their teams 
process invoices because they are being pressured to do more with less. Among those AP functions 
IOFM studied for this report, the median number of invoices processed climbed 28% year-over-year 
while headcount dropped 12%.

With so much pressure on boosting efficiency, cycle time measures are crucial. But they are also among 
the most gamed statistic by AP leaders. IOFM found that 40% of the AP functions studied said they start 
the clock on their “paid on time” rates once AP receives the final invoice. While we understand the desire 
not to be penalized for the steps AP has no direct control over, such measures are cheating you out of 
actionable insights.

Here’s why. The bottlenecks that slow AP processing time the most are the things that happen before 
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AP receives the invoice: delays in AP receiving the invoice, whether the receipt exists and matches, etc. 
If you exclude these factors, your performance will look great, but it won’t help you identify the core 
problems. Gaming the system only hurts your team because you aren’t any closer to understanding what 
you need to address. 

 
FIGURE 3. BIGGEST BOTTLENECKS TO AP PROCESS

Share of Respondents

Invoice received late

Lack of receipt

Discrepancy in pricing information

Lack of payment authorization signature

Invoice does not match PO number

BREAKDOWNS OCCUR BEFORE AP RECEIVES INVOICE

21%

17%

14%

13%

13%

 
Paying on time is an important measure because low performers risk upsetting vendors, or worse, 
paying late fees. Subpar performing teams are far less likely to capture early pay discounts (which 
usually require net 10 terms). And if you’re challenged with paying bills on time (typically, net 30), you’re 
far less likely to have time to fully address regulatory compliance, fraud and abuse, or cash management 
– the higher-value tasks AP can provide.

In analyzing only those AP functions that use “date of invoice” from which to begin the clock on cycle 
time (i.e., excluding those that game the statistic), IOFM defines top performers as those that pay more 
than 90% of their invoices on time, while bottom performers are those that struggle with as much as 
75% of on-time payments; mid-tier performing AP functions fall between those two bookends.

FIGURE 4. FREQUENCY WITH WHICH ARE PAID ON TIME

Share of All Respondents

100%

96% - 99%

91% - 95%

86% - 90%

81% - 85%

76% - 80%

50% - 75%

Less than 50%

PAID-ON-TIME RATE

4%

17%

17%

16%

9%

9%

19%

10%

Top Performers: 
>90% Pay on Time

Bottom Performers: 
<75% Pay on Time

So, does this mean that you should set a goal of paying at least 90% of your invoices on time each 
month and that if you’re below the 75% mark, you’re failing? Neither of those assumptions are correct 
for all AP functions. The answer – for this, and all metrics – is, it depends on your peer group.
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